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COMMITTEE activities
CEAL COMMITTEE

CHINESE MATERIALS

annual meeting
1998 8301030
thursday march 26
261998
830 1030 am
washington DC hilton tower
yeen mei wu
program
services
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chair
speakers

committee began
meeting
brief introduction
theme
program
library
information technology

chinese studies

chinese text initiatives

chungming
chung ming lung

virginia

university

east asian librarian
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virginia gave report
make classical chinese literature

initiative
goal
chinese text initiative
available
first full text
jernt iff 9
world wide web
tang shih san
sampai
sanpai
pal shou hann
pai
officially made available
three hundred tang poems
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poems
SGMEL
english translations
presented chinese
text processed
SGML
became part
online archive
creation searchable
UVs electronic text center
indexes
author title
keyword both chinese
english
project
provided
collaboration faculty members computer staff
east asian librarian
initiative
ongoing project future texts include shih ching N
hung lou meng C
ku yao
yen
XF
ch u tzu ga

je&nt

t&
ta
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II

online bibliography

chinese gazetteers

online bibliography
thomas hahn reported
collaborative
chinese gazetteers
project
australian center
analysis network
asian spatial information
project
works

bibliographical data based
merge geographical data
standard reference
chih tsungtu
chinese local gazetteers
chung kuo tifany
tsunglu
tsung lu 43
tifangchih
tifang
place names
kuo tifany
chung
tifang chih tsung mu ti yao 4313
county
archung
orchung
abdi
ebli
chune kuotifangchihtsungmutiyao
pinyin
level
pincin
given both chinese characters
population data
1949
bibliography provided gazetteer data
included
online bibliography
intended cover
two hundred geographical entries
1800 bibliographical
references
either GB big5
data
viewed
biga code funding being sought
yunnan
cunnan province
project
planned
complete fifteen months
begin
eventually CD
produced
made available
ROM version may
CDROM

ifeti
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lii maintaining
lil
111
III

Links website
China
chinalinks

teaching

research

teaching

facultys perspective

professor ma
marjorie
demonstration
orle chan
orie
ohio state university gave introduction
China
Links w
ebsite httpdeallohio stateeduchan9c linkshtm
site
chinalinks
annotated
ebsite
ebrite
links
linguistics web sites especially
two hundred china
chinese language
designed
links
four categories 1 search
organized
students
researchers
neunews
netnews
Netnews 2 chinese language softwareand
engines chinese studies E text
software
Audi ovideo
audiovideo
linguistics
programs 3 chinese languages
4 general linguistics
internet
69

sites
special features
resources
feedback
upgraded continually input

china

IV doing business

richard wang

Links website
China
chinalinks

electronic approach

UCSD reported
ofucsd

doing business

parns
contains three pants
parts
CD ROM format
CDROM
assist students

create database
works print well
service program

highlighted
welcome

project
annotated bibliography business reference
list links databases pertaining
project
research
course doing business

china project

china

summary report

V vendors5
vendors services
5

yeen mei wu gave

overview chinese vendors china taiwan hong kong
US
services price structure
countries
subject speciality
stressed
technological advances various options
available selecting vendors
ordering
books serials newspapers videos
CD ROMs three articles
vendor services
CDROMs
recommended 1
Book dealers
short note current chinese online bookdealers
thomas hahn
journal ofeast
113 oct 1997 26
32 2 comparison vendors
east asian libraries
2632
east asian vendors
services between US
guoqing unpublished 3 chinese
106 june 1995 3944
booksellers hong kong
39 44
list
HC li CEAL bulletin
vendors
websites
web sites
meeting
eemail
distributed
mail addresses URL
reference

li

special report

ssu ku chiian
chihan shu projects
chfian

continuing series

guoqing li participant
shu
mu
ungshu
muts
autsts ung

acquisitions

north america

flan
ssu k u ch fian
u shu ts un
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1131997
3 1997
beijing
november 13
31997
ssu k u chlian
ssu ku related publications published
ch flan
chfian
event
ilan shu
reported
Q
ssu k u ch uan
u shu ts un mu ts ung shu VS
recent years
1200
gian
1995 1997 hsu hsiu ssu k u ch flan
1995 1999 ssu ku
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1800 v 19951999
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19971999
k
vei
vef
vq43311
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300 v 1997
ch uan shu tien uzupan
tzu
19971999
tzupan
N
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chaan
pan
egnyt43 FL
wen yuan ko ssu k u chlian
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150 CDROM
CD ROM 1997
FLTK
ch flan
chfian
shupu
shapu
chapu
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chipu
ilan shu
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completion
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ssu ku series follows ssu ku chlian
ch uan shu
mentioned
selected versions
chfian
12
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flan
chingpin
thingpin
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100 v 1997 ssu k u ch glan
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chingpin
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li reported

series
libraries
purchase

results

conducted regarding
acquisitions
already acquired
number libraries

survey

north america

sll

series
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above
intend

CCM project

union

progress report

ai hwa wu reported

list

newspapers

chinese studies

non print format

5

union list

newspapers
chinese studies
non print format
coordinate
project
members
kuei
university california riverside robert felsing
chiu
university oregon
agnes wen
university illinois
karen wei
university pittsburgh
ai
project manager libraries having
targeted
hwa arizona state university
newspapers
web sites
burls
websites
asked either send
listings
supply
urfs
uris
urls
listings
disk
team members each entry should include
title chinese
imprint frequency format eg microfilm fiche
pinyin
pincin title variations
wade giles
CD
significant notes
ROM language text
CDROM
obvious
detailed holdings
current status
formed
team

announcements
yeen mei wu chair
celebration

chinese materials invited everyone
LC chinese section sponsored
seventieth anniversary

friday march 27
1998
271998

committee

10 pm
9910

attend
committee

hilton

editor review ofbibliography
bibliography sinology
coeditor
pingfeng chi
dr pingfengchi
center
chinese research materials introduced two recent reference publications
ofbibliography
sinology
review bibliography
hsinpien
plen hung weiping
pien
wei ping tzu liao vjmfijw
hsin
neiping
new collection red guard publications respectively
frank shulman reported two
edited
major reference works
compiled
doctoral dissertations
1976
76 1990
inner asia 19
annotated bibliography studies western
china
19761990
761990
greenwood press westport connecticut
published fall 1998
languages
1900 1997
19001997
hong kong 1900199
doctoral dissertations
annotated bibliography
london
1997
worldwide research
published hong kong university press 1999
jean han recorder

dr jacqueline nivard
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anniversary
LC chinese section past present
10 pm
1998 9910
friday march 27
271998
washington DC hilton tower
701h
70th

future

seventieth anniversary
celebrate
chinese section
library congress
special commemoration
sponsored
organized
committee
chinese materials
presented 1
chinese section builders
three papers
legacies
weipersonal
3
ying wan 2
crossroads
chinese section
tai loi ma
mary rankin discussants included karl 10
reflections
chinese section
lo
pingfeng chi
brief speech given
reception followed
special guest honor
arthur W hummel jr former US ambassador china

jean han recorder
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CEAL COMMITTEE

KOREAN MATERIALS

annual meeting
wednesday march 25 1998 7799 pm
washington hilton washington DC
presenters

yoon whan choe university washington seattle
Hyonggun choi university chicago
hyonggun
yong kyu choo university california berkeley
mikyung kang university california los angeles
joy kim university southern california

kyungmi chun chair
agenda

1

report

followed

committee called meeting order
audience
word welcome

NITR name index

700 pm

short review

trial records

yoon whan choe reported

NITR project
launched 1997
attempt
compile comprehensive name index based
reprint entitled etche
liche ha kongpan
kongsan kirok
birok
chury ojip
chary
charyojip
set 385 volumes consists mainly trial records
ojie
japanese court korea
late 1920s 1944 including official summons descriptions defendants
trial
actual court proceedings
well
charges against them
choe explained how search
mccune reischauer womanized
emphasized
romani zed forms
romanized
korean name index
displayed korean
searchable
english along
result
information
notes
index
record number address volumes
choe noted
updated
case information each record providing
capability searching
trial case
index currently available
NITR
URL
web

httpwwwlibwashingtoneduaspdatabasesnitr
2
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electronic resources
CD ROMs
rethinking CDROMs

korean studies
east asian setting

Hyong gun choi shared
hyonggun

experience housing new format library materials CDROM
CD ROM
types electronic media considering
compared
found advantageous
small number
handle great amount information
CD ROMs
speed moreover
CDROMs
users however
CD ROM cannot
data
erased accidentally
CDROM
choi pointed
libraries terms
adoption
CD
ROMs libraries created new concerns
need
CDROMs
CD ROM drives
workstations
provide
ample space install them adequately
CDROM
while space libraries decreasing
choi identified three types
CD ROMs 1 collected works
writers
CDROMs
specific work
many editions
ssu ku chilan shu
billok annals
chesun dynasty 2 reference
chosun
choson mangio sillok
shuppan ji ten ban 3 full text journals
tools
oskyemongsa taepaekkwasajon
and4suki
tae paekkwasa
sndasuki schuppan
kyemongsa
maruzens
marazens
CD ROM
academic journals
Maru zens meiji kanko tosho
CDROM
Mara
beju images korean academicjournals
yeju
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librarians should participate determining
standards
presented terms both content
interface

concluded
micro ban shusei
how information published
CD ROM products
CDROM

22 korean studies resources

WWW

22
2.2

compiled
joint effort
joy kim introduced internet resources korean studies
yong pyo hong ofhanyang
handout distributed
presentation
kim
hanyang
hanlang university
kinds korean studies related
gave further information
44 major databases covering
bibliographic indexes
subject areas various type databases
fuli text
full
journals
textjournals

kim encouraged

audience try
actual sites
list
explained how exciting
usage each different database
many valuable resources available
web free charge
audience place
handout
committees home page

23 commercial online databases
23
2.3

korean studies

possible
find
requested
kim
web site
CEALs website

learn
experience

korea

mikyung kang reported
major commercial online databases korea introducing
nowcom
Now com services
Chollian hitel
nownuri newcom
experience
these systems
chollian
knitel
chillian
aitel unitel
cases internet services web hosting services interest group support services
include
well practical information
group chatting bulletin boards
newsgroups
stock
issues related
overview
quotes shopping
much
kang summarized
drawing six conclusions
services
tested
1

2
3

4
5

6

relatively few scholarly information resources
increase
freely accessible databases
controlling entertainment resources difficult
searching
rates
low
searching inexpensive
interfaces
user friendly
often
standardized
software environment

noted
attempted

3

report

access
bad times use

great variety resources across
these resource may
difficult

korean collections consortium

world

connections

north america

yong kyu choo chair
korean collections consortium presented activity report
year 1997
announced
korean collections consortium north america
latest new member
university toronto became
consortium
now made
homepage korean collections consortium created
nine member institutions
links each individual member library
further information
developed
choo
each member library
URL
reported
httpwwwlibberkeleyedukconsortindexhtml
allocation
contract year
next year
korea foundation
regarding

specialized subject areas
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change

budget
consortium

economic crisis korea
providing US
10000 twice
members consequence
us10000
fulfill
1999
commitment
next two years 1998
korea foundation
conclusion
choo
development korean cooperative collections north america
meeting chicago
following items
decisions made
members
reported
1

north korean materials
subject
collect

2

divided

members

very limited number titles
agreed
each institution

much

annual report

KF
ofkf
ofaf

korea foundation funded materials annually

list

consortium members
KF funds submitted
titles purchased
financial report
recommendations titles
foundation along
acceptable send suggestions individual libraries accordance
specialized subject areas

4

announcements
sonya lee

library

congress announced

korean bibliography databases
Homepage
available
prepared
asian division homepage
korean section LC
summer consisting
sometime
7500 records english language books korea
field korean
database expected make valuable contribution research
1

studies
CIC
meeting
university chicago library announced
held
committee institutional cooperation initiatives
korean collections
further
meeting
meeting
same room following
korean materials committee
CIC korean collections consortium task force submitted
discuss
proposal
CIC libraries during
ALA mid
winter conference
january
midwinter
2 Hyonggun
hyonggun choi

maureen donovan publishereditor
publisher editor asian database online community electronic
always
relevant contributions
comments suggestions
newsletter announced
welcome
3

Hyo
kyoung lee recorder
hyokyoung
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CEAL TECHNICAL

processing COMMITTEE

annual meeting
thursday march 26 1998 330530
330 530 pm
washington hilton washington DC
1

library

congress report

philip melzer provided
technical processing

library

report

congress

major activities related

cooperative cataloging division received
completed
55000 items
7 below
1997 receipts
level
1996 human resources
completions
available RCCD
years due retirements death staff
declined steadily
personnel actions eg transfers
promotions positions
transferspromotions
divisions since 1993
thirteen technicians
ogers
catalogers
division
five
lost twenty three catal
these
catalogers
catal ogers
two
technicians
replaced

regional

during fy97

25 compared
amount incoming chinese material dropped
days
enabled
year before
chinese language catalogers spend part
training
working
catalogers
catal ogers
teams nevertheless 5900 chinese
projects
language items received full copy cataloging
korean chinese team provided full copy
minimal level cataloging
2734 korean language items FY 1997 compared
reason
decreased
production
very little new
3600 1996
time
backlogged
backlogged material merits minimal level treatment while fuller level cataloging
consuming
catal ogers
korean language catalogers
korean advanced institute

others

science

catal ogers
library trained two korean catalogers

technology KAIST

week december
curriculum focused attention ofaacr2
MARC record subject cataloging
exchange
similar
USMARC
bibliographic data
KAISTs korean MARC record
record
able exchange bibliographic data
library hopes
KAIST
time

aacr2

future

japanese team 1I resigned april 5 1997 assume position
served
leader both teams
Yen ching library since then isamu tsuchitani
benching
harvard yenching
catal ogers
cataloging
lost two expert subject catalogers
japanese teams
responsible
law government military sciences literature technology
material
library science
james

lin team leader

arrearage reduction project
began october 1995 eliminate around 90000 items
past year
year 2000 continued
very successful during
asian division
two japanese teams processed 20455 items mainly collection level cataloging

asian materials cataloging seminar scheduled
march 30

31 1998

announced

held just
ninety participants
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CEAL meetings
expected attend

headings
chinese place names
announced
library considering updating
zn
23.2
headings
appear
232
best known form according rule interpretation 232
adopted
major cities use forms
1920s
many
provinces
expected
name
best known form
1930s
longer represent
sent
comment
near future
library community
recommended changes

2

technical processing committee reports

1983 edition
project revise
philip melzer gave update
aacr2 workbook
consist chinese japanese
workbook
korean examples
east asian material
scope
text being expanded
aacr2 cataloging rules LC rule interpretations
forms
microforms
cartographic material
include chapters
references music micro

catal ogers
nine CEAL catalogers

amy tsiang

compiling individual chapters

chapter
chapter

1

12

general rules
serials

description

tomoko goto

chapter 2 books pamphlets printed sheets
video recordings
chapter 7 motion pictures videorecordings

wen
ling liu
wenling

chapter 3 cartographic materials
persons
chapter 22 headings

reiko yoshimura

chapter 5 music
chapter 6 sound recordings

hideyuki morimoto

chapter 9 computer files

abraham yu

chapter 21 choice

vickie fu doll

chapter 23 geographic names
corporate bodies
chapter 24 headings

paek
seunghi
seungai
seunghipaek

chapter 25 uniform titles
appendix C numerals

yu
yulan
lan chou

chapter 26 references

access points

undertaking
library congress involvement
library
compilers asked
ajoint project
project
fact
added
CEAL make
joint
agreed work
help
Direct orates tactical plan LC catalogers
catal ogers
contributing
element
cataloging directorates
CJK languages
cataloging rules rule interpretations
examples
difficult
time consuming task compilation
completed drafts individual
editing
sent
chapters
library proofreading
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workbook available
group hopes make
web versions
published
both print
hoped
investigate
possibility
cataloging distribution service
Catal ogers desktop
workbook onto catalogers

format

possible

congress
mounting cyber
caber version

library

email addresses
distributed
names ofthe
sheet
odthe compilers
urged share examples pertinent rules
assembled group east asian librarians
rule
compilers
various chapters especially examples non book
interpretations
materials
micro forms
microforms
maps music

3

technical processing reports

meng fen su ofharvard
lib
benching library provided update
librarys
rarys massive
harvard yenching
spective
retro
retrospective
spec tive conversion project
betro
march 14 1998 66380 chinese 31068 japanese
phase 1I
II combined
converted phase 11
3574 korean titles total 101022 titles
recon titles came 108900 chinese 31068 japanese
total number ofrecon
20574 korean
titles total 160542 titles
completed conversion just
coverage
general chinese monograph titles
benching
completed
Yen ching monographic records class numbers 3000
japanese yenching
literature
history
5000 language
geography
completed presently class
6000 arts
being worked
numbers 4000 social sciences
records
korean
1978
converted
first phase
cataloged
pre 1978 cataloging records
converted come
100 4546
benching call numbers 1004546
harvard yenching
Micro form
beatrice ohta
library congress microform
library congress gave report
plans update
project
distributed
RLIN vernacular character set
reported
found missing
printouts characters
RLIN character set
course
cataloging
provided answers several frequently asked cataloging questions
ohta

4

core level cataloging

core level cataloging
wen
ling liu presented paper
wenling
journal ofeast4sian
east asian libraries
issue
5

paper appears

41 48
pages 4148

pinyin
pincin conversion

karl 10
lo chairman
comments

pincin task force
CEALs
ofceals pinyin
orceals

questions concerning

led
open session
pinyin
pincin conversion project

pinyin
pincin conversion
put forward
those

attendance

convert
RLIN bibliographic files
chinese language records
libraries
cost
pinyin romanization
created
wade giles pincin
records both
womanized
CJK scripts
two million
romanized
those
converted talling
records
able order snapshots standard RLG rates
records libraries
then
converted
RLG announced
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local systems RLG working closely
LC staff
specific
records load
coordinating
timing
conversion
records
requirements
pincin romanization
change pinyin
converted closely possible
day I1
authority file
associated changes headings
philip melzer recorder
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